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__Call for Papers: Congress 2023 
__ Abstract Outline Requirements 
 
Abstract structure 
The abstract must consist of 2,500 to 4,500 characters (incl. blank space). 
 
1. Title 
The title of the abstract should reflect the content as closely as possible. 
 
2. Introduction, motivation and objective 
In this part a short introduction into the topic, as well as the motivation for the 
development or the use of software or an organizational process is to be given. Possible 
questions are to be expounded and answered as part of the presentation. 
 
3. Material, methods and tools  
In this part, the methods and tools used for analysis, selection and implementation or 
realization shall be presented shortly. 
 
4. Description of the solution (application software/ application or implementation 
concept)  
In this part the deployed application software/ application respectively the essential 
functions for the presentation are to be described briefly. A concise overview of the entire 
scope of functions could also be incorporated here. For presentations that introduce 
conceptual approaches (e.g., implementation or organizational concepts), the 
corresponding concepts should be presented here in detail. 
 
5. Results, experiences and "lessons learned" 
An essential aspect of the DMEA congress is to inform the participants about specific 
aspects or experiences in the use of software products or documentation and 
organizational concepts. Connected with the objective, this chapter of the abstract is the 
core of what is to be communicated into the industry. Each member of the audience 
should return from the congress with new insights and experiences. Therefore, it should 
be described what status has currently been achieved through the use of the solution 
presented, what experiences have been made during its selection, implementation and 
operation, and what "lessons" have been learned in the process: What should other 
users, who are planning a similar project, necessarily take into account? Always 
remember, as the presenter, you are the expert who wants to and can competently help 
the audience or readers to master the tasks ahead of them by means of your 
contribution to the DMEA congress. 
 
6. Discussion and outlook 
In this part, the result or what has been achieved should be discussed self-critically 

and an outlook on future project development or planning will be given. 


